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1 Introduction
Our linguistic competence can be accurately described as a productive and
systematic representational system: we can understand an unbounded number of expressions, including novel ones, and there is a systematic pattern to
that capacity. Specifically, we can understand most expressions formed out of
familiar items arranged in accordance with the syntactic rules of our natural language. This systematic productivity allows us, among other things, to
produce and understand meanings that we find wildly implausible. To many
theorists, this suggests that our linguistic competence can be modeled using
compositional truth-conditional theories.
At the same time, our linguistic competence can also be aptly described as
a context-sensitive and highly flexible representational system. In particular,
the meaning that expressions take on particular occasions often depends on
the context, and there seems to be many different ways in which context is
involved these processes. Consider these simple examples familiar from the
contextualist literature:
(1)

Mary cut the grass.

(2)

John cut the cake.

It is natural to understand Mary’s cut in (1) as a horizontal cut, and John’s cut
in (2) as a vertical cut into pieces. However, it is easy to imagine contexts in
which cut the grass means ‘cut into pieces’ (e.g., when the topic is about selling
plots of grass), and cut the cake means ‘cut horizontally’ (e.g., in a fantastic
case where cakes are growing out of control). This kind of context-sensitive
flexibility suggests that our linguistic competence should not be modelled with
the compositional theories that seem so well suited to account for its systematic
productivity.
‘Truth-conditional pragmatics’, as I understand it here, is the project of
trying to formally reconcile both aspects of our linguistic competence. The
guiding assumption is that we can account, within a broadly compositional
truth-conditional theory of meaning, for the systematic productivity of our
linguistic competence without ignoring, or abstracting away from, its inherent
semantic flexibility. Proponents accept that, to achieve that goal, semantic theories must be substantially revised; but they insist that we should not abandon
the compositional truth-conditional project. Accordingly, this approach should
be distinguished from contextualist views which also emphasise the semantic
flexibility of language, but which abandon the search for anything like a formal
theory of our linguistic competence.1
1

‘Truth-conditional pragmatics’, so understood, includes positions such as that of Recanati (2010); Szabo (2010); Rothschild and Segal (2009); Lasersohn (2012), but not neoWittgenstenian positions such as that of Travis (1994), and some of the versions of the
approach outlined in Bezuidenhout (2002). Truth-conditional pragmatics should also be
distinguished from positions that, for one reason or another, deny that semantic theories
should account for cases of semantic flexibility, such as the version of ‘minimalism’ defended
in Fodor and Lepore (2002) and Cappelen and Lepore (2005).
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The aim of this paper is to present and motivate a set of tools—specifically,
a set of lexical representations and combinatorial operations—that can be used
to account for semantic flexibility within a compositional truth-conditional
framework.2 I begin by examining, in §2, previous proposals in this tradition,
and arguing that they face a basic problem: they try to account for semantic
flexibility by radically ‘freeing up’ the compositional operations of language
(Pagin and Pelletier, 2007; Recanati, 2010; Szabo, 2010; Lasersohn, 2012). The
resulting theories are invariably too unconstrained: they predict flexibility in
cases where it is clearly not observed. The reason why most accounts are forced
to free the compositional operations—i.e., to increase their expressive power—
is that they rarely, if ever, take advantage of the rich information encoded in
lexical items. Building on Putnam’s early work on lexical competence, among
others, I propose, in §3, a way of representing rich lexical items and a set
of compositional operations that can access that information and introduce
bits of it into the meanings of complex expressions. In §4, I show that this
multidimensional semantics can deal with the main cases of semantic flexibility
without over-generating unavailable meanings.
This strategy will surely raise some eyebrows. Many philosophers think
that non-atomic accounts of the lexicon invariably result in either definitional
or full-blown prototype theories. To be sure, psychologists and cognitive scientists have generally worked with rich representations of lexical meaning and
concepts (for reviews, see Murphy 2002; Machery 2009). Furthermore, Putnam
(1970, 1988) and Chomsky (2000, 2012) have argued that, to begin to model
our semantic competence in any serious way, we need to make our theories
sensitive to the rich and subtle information encoded in lexical items. The account of the lexicon I defend incorporates one of their basic insights: namely,
that having full compositional competence with lexical items often requires
that we grasp more information than that which determines their extension.
At the same time, I will show that we can implement that insight in a truthconditional framework. Specifically, I will show that we can introduce, into a
compositional truth-conditional theory, informationally rich lexical items without falling into definitional/descriptivist or other objectionable views of the
lexicon. The main task of this paper is to explain how compositional operations
can interact with these kinds of lexical items, and illustrate the advantages this
provides for our models of semantic flexibility.

2 In this paper, I will not directly engage with views, such as some versions of minimalism,
that reject the desideratum that we should account for semantic flexibility in our compositional semantic theories. The current task is to explore the ways in which we should modify
the basic truth-conditional framework, if we aim to model cases of semantic flexibility such
as (1) and (2). Ultimately, I agree with Rothschild and Segal (2009) that, if we sever the
connection between what is intuitively said by utterances and the data that our semantic theories should account for (as often results from accounts which reject the view that
we should model semantic flexibility), it becomes extremely hard to see what type of data
should constrain our semantic theories.
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2 Compositional Truth-conditional Pragmatics
To set the stage for this discussion, I begin by presenting and motivating the
basic framework of truth-conditional pragmatics (§2.1). I then argue that, although the basic framework can successfully account for some key cases of
semantic flexibility, it vastly over-generates non-available readings in minimal
variants of those key cases (§2.2). This mainly critical section will end by briefly
suggesting why I think that, to appropriately constrain truth-conditional pragmatics, we need to develop a more complex and realistic model of lexical semantics than extant accounts have so far worked with. The rest of the paper
presents, motivates and defends one such proposal (§3-§5).

2.1 Motivating the basic framework
A main task of truth-conditional theories is to assign semantic values to lexical
items and specify rules for combining them to determine the semantic values
of complex expressions. For example, we define an interpretation function ‘J K’
over lexical entries such as:
(3)
(4)
(5)

JJohnK = John

JgreenK = λx.green(x)

JcutK = λx.λy.cut(y, x)

And in terms of compositional rules that determine the meaning of phrases
from their structure and the meanings of their parts (assume for simplicity
that all non-branching nodes are terminal nodes):
(T N ) If α is a terminal node, then JαK is specified in the lexicon.
(F A) If α is a branching node, {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβK is
a function whose domain contains JγK, then JαK = JβK(JγK)
As formulated, there is no place where the effects of context can enter truthconditional interpretation. To allow for the most basic kind of context sensitivity—
exhibited by indexicals and demonstratives such as I and that—we can add a
context parameter to the interpretation function, and assume that the meanings of some expressions are characters. For any expression e:
(6)

JeKc = fe (c)

where fe is the character of e and fe (c) is the occasion meaning of e in context
c. For example, we can revise the entry for green in (4), as follows:
(7)

JgreenKc = λx.green(C)(x)

‘C’ is a comparison class provided by the context. If an expression e has no
free or context sensitive parameters, we can say that for all c’s, fe (c) = m,
where m is the standing meaning of e. Despite some technical challenges (e.g.,
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what precisely are contexts? In entries like (7), should we lambda abstract over
C before ‘λx’ to force covert saturation early in composition?), most would
agree that there is no deep tension between truth-conditional semantics and
character-based context sensitivity (see, e.g., Stanley, 2007; Rothschild and
Segal, 2009; Recanati, 2010).
However, a basic tenet of truth-conditional pragmatics is that characters
are not the only source of context sensitivity. For example, in cases like (1)(2) it does not seem that the flexibility of cut can be traced to an empty
parameter, such that the term cannot be part of a truth-evaluable content
until that is specified. Since such cases are ubiquitous, most truth-conditional
pragmatists hold that there is an additional source of context sensitivity: free
modulation. Following Pagin and Pelletier (2007) and Recanati (2010), we can
represent the modulated meaning of an expression e, JeKcM , as follows:
(8)

JeKcM = mod(e, c)(JeKc )

mod takes as an argument an expression e and context c in which e occurs
and returns as value a modulation function, call it ‘fM,e ’, which takes JeKc
and returns the meaning that is salient, relevant or appropriate for e in c. To
illustrate, consider (9): in a normal cake cutting context, mod(cut, c) returns
the modulation function specified in (9-b), which can take the standing meaning of cut, as specified in (5) above, and return the enriched ‘cut into pieces’
meaning in (9-c):
(9)

a.
b.
c.

JcutKcM = mod(cut, c)(JcutKc )
= [λP<e,<e,t>> .λx.λy.P (x)(y) ∧ in pieces(x)](JcutKc )
= λx.λy.cut(x, y) ∧ in pieces(x)

What is crucial to note about the overall effect of mod is that it has enough
expressive power to add descriptive content to the meaning of expressions.
In what follows, I call processes with the expressive power illustrated in (9),
and which operate in addition to the saturation of explicit context sensitive
parameters, ‘free modulation’.3
Critics have objected that flexible interpretation procedures such as (8)
(i.e., free modulation) are in tension with the compositionality of language
(Fodor, 2001, 2003). In response, truth-conditional pragmatists such as Pagin and Pelletier (2007) and Recanati (2010) argue that we can allow for
widespread modulation by simply assuming that the compositional combinatorial rules take the modulated (instead of the occasion) meanings of the
3 That this descriptive content has to be somehow added from ‘outside’ the modified
expression is undeniable if we also assume lexical semantic atomism. To be clear, some
truth-conditional pragmatists think that these operations are somehow constrained, and we
will discuss specific proposals below. However, their actual definition of modulation tends
to have the expressive power of free modulation (e.g., Recanati, 2010). Ultimately, my multidimensional semantics presents one way in which modulation could be constrained, which
I hope some truth-conditional pragmatists will find convincing, and broadly complementary
to similar efforts such as Pagin (2014).
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immediate constituents of complex expressions. To incorporate this suggestion,
we can formulate J KcM as follows:
(T NM ) If α is a terminal node, then JαKcM = mod(α, c)(JαKc ), where JαKc is
the character of e, as specified in the lexicon, applied to c.
(F AM ) If α is a branching node, {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβKcM1
is a function whose domain contains JγKcM2 , then
JαKcM = mod(α, c)(JβKcM1 (JγKcM2 ))4

According to this formulation of the interpretation function, modulation can
take as input the occasion meaning of lexical items (see T NM ), and also the
output of any combinatorial operation (see F AM ). In addition, each instance
of modulation has as much expressive power as allowed by the mod function
as defined in (8).5
This proposal has some prima facie virtues. It can be used to account for
examples such as (1) and (2), in which the manner of cutting is determined
not only by the argument of cut but also by the wider context, as illustrated in
(9-a)-(9-c). In addition, it can also deal with other famous examples of semantic flexibility that have been used to attack compositional truth-conditional
theories, in particular colour and privative adjectives (Lakoff and Johnson,
1980; Lahav, 1989; Coulson and Fauconnier, 1999; Travis, 1994).
Consider first a simple version of Travis’ famous ‘green leaves’ cases. The
basic observation is that in a context like (10), the assertion of (10-a) is true,
whereas in a context like (11), the assertion of (11-a) is false. Assuming the
relevant parts of (10-a) and (11-a) have the same meaning, this raises a challenge to the compositionality of ‘what is said’. However, if free modulation
can enter the interpretation process (i.e., if it can affect what is said), we can
hold that, in each context, the effect of mod is different, so that we get the
meaning (10-b) in context (10) (the subscript ‘qual’ marks a ‘qualitative’ sense
of green), and (11-b) in context (11) (the subscript ‘non-grad’ marks a sense
in which what matters is the way in which the leaves came to be green).
(10)

Pia paints the leaves green to prepare them to paint a still life.
a. The leaves are green
b. The leaves are greenqual

(11)

Pia responds to a Botanist friend seeking to study green leaf chemistry.
a. The leaves are green
b. The leaves are greennongrad

As a second example, consider privative adjectives. How can we give an
account of cases like (12) without making cases like (13) trivially true?
4

c1 , c2 stand for the subparts of context c in which the respective constituents occur.
Theorists that allow essentially this way of reconciling compositionality with semantic
flexibility include Recanati (2010); Lasersohn (2012); Szabó (2010); Pagin and Pelletier
(2007). There are, of course, some differences between these accounts. When discussing
details additional to the basic framework presented so far, the account we follow most
closely here—as a standard example of truth-conditional pragmatics—is that of Recanati
(2010).
5
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(12)

A fake gun is not a gun.

(13)

That giraffe is a fake gun.

7

Partee (2007, 2010) defends an account of privatives such as fake gun that can
be interpreted as using something like free modulation, and has for this reason
been endorsed by theorists such as Recanati (2010, ch. 2). Partee argues that,
in the relevant cases, gun involves a shift (to a ‘looks like’ reading) similar to
that observed in the case of constitutive material modifiers:
(14)

. . . stone lion . . .
a. . . . stone lion1 . . .
b. . . . stone lion2 . . .

(15)

. . . fake gun . . .
a. . . . fake gun1 . . .
b. . . . fake gun2 . . .

In (14)-(15), the subscript ‘2’ marks a shift from the literal meaning of these
terms to a loose (‘looks like’) reading. In these cases, the effect of free modulation is to turn the normally empty predicates in (14-a) and (15-a) into the
more informative predicates in (14-b) and (15-b), which in most contexts have
a positive and negative extension (there are stone things which do/do not look
like lions, and fake things which do/do not look like guns).
In short, incorporating free modulation into our accounts of interpretation
by adopting something like J KcM seems like a promising way to deal with
the sorts of examples of semantic flexibility that have been raised against
compositional truth-conditional models of linguistic competence.

2.2 Over-generation problems
Despite its initial plausibility, the enriched interpretation function, J KcM , raises
an immediate worry, namely, that it over-generates non-available meanings.
Consider the following examples (see Asher, 2011):
(16)

a.
b.

John’s sister was hit in the fender by a truck and will cost a lot
to repair.
John’s sister’s car was hit in the fender by a truck and will cost
a lot to repair.

Note that (16-a) cannot be read as (16-b), which is puzzling given the assumption that our compositional competence includes free modulation. Why can’t
a modulation function take JJohn’s sister Kc and shift it to a meaning of the
same semantic type that is salient and relevant in the context, namely, ‘John’s
sister’s car’ ?
At first glance, there seems to be a straightforward response. The problem
is just that free modulation, as currently implemented in J KcM , can apply at
any level of syntactic structure. However, most of the examples of semantic
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flexibility discussed in §2.1 are traceable to the modulation of lexical items.
So a natural response to over-generation objections based on cases like (16-a)(16-b) is to formulate a constrained version of J KcM in which free modulation
applies only to lexical items. Consider the following proposal:
(T NM ) If α is a terminal node, then JαKcM = mod(α, c)(JαKc ), where JαKc is
the character of e, as specified in the lexicon, applied to c.
(F AM ) If α is a branching node, {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβKcM1
is a function whose domain contains JγKcM2 , then JαKcM = JβKcM1 (JγKcM2 )

In this implementation, mod does not operate on the outputs of F AM , but
only on terminal nodes/lexical items. This captures a more constrained form
of meaning modulation. Since the compositional step amounts to F AM , we
can say that, on this implementation, free modulation is pre-compositional.6
However, even when free modulation is confined to non-branching nodes,
J KcM is still too unconstrained. The main problem, we will see, is not related to
its structural location. Rather, free modulation itself has too much expressive
power, and still over-generates non-available readings. Consider the following
example, due to Asher (2011):
(17)

a.
b.

Mary stopped the apple.
Mary stopped eating the apple.

In most contexts, the meaning expressed by (17-b) would be the most relevant
and salient interpretation of (17-a). However, that reading is unavailable. If
a relevance seeking free modulation function could apply to any lexical item,
these reading would, it seems, be easily obtained. Indeed, even adding a priming context does not result in the desired modulations. Consider:
(18)

John was busy, but is now ready to go for lunch.
a. He finally stopped the garden.
b. He finally stopped mowing/fixing the garden.

In this case, stopped in (18-a) cannot mean ‘stopped mowing/fixing’, as in
(18-b), even though that would be the easiest and most relevant modulation
in the context (indeed, it might even be more informative than ‘finished’, if
the speaker does not want to suggest that the task was completed). Here’s
another example:
(19)

John and Mary want to hang some paintings.
a. John began the nails.
b. John began hammering the nails.

In this case, began in (19-a) cannot mean ‘began hammering’, as in (19-b),
although this would result in a relevant modulation and could be achieved
6 As before, we assume for brevity that functional application is the only combinatorial
rule. I should also add that, as far as I know, most truth-conditional pragmatists don’t
address the issue of whether modulation should be confined to particular levels of syntactic
structure. For related discussions, see Lewis (2014) and Del Pinal (2015b, 2016).
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by a simple, contextually salient enrichment of began. Such examples (which
can be easily multiplied) suggest that the best approach is not to confine the
syntactic location of mod to the leafs (terminal nodes), but rather to somehow
constrain its operations or expressive power.7
Indeed, variations of the examples involving color terms and privative
adjectives—cases often taken to directly support the view that interpretation involves something like free mod—also suggest that this formulation of
J KcM over-generates readings. Take the following scenario, due to Kennedy and
McNally (2010): consider an assertion of (20-a) in a context in which leaf A
and leaf B are objectively the same rich shade of green, but leaf A has been
painted green, while B is naturally green. The robust intuition here is that
(20-a) is false.
(20)

a.
b.

Leaf A is green but leaf B isn’t.
Leaf A is painted green but leaf B isn’t.

Although green is often associated with painted green, there is no reading of
(20-a) that has the meaning of (20-b), despite the fact that this reading would
make (20-a) true and informative in the assumed context (e.g., to say which
leaf is painted green).
The free modulation account of privative adjectives, inspired by Partee
(2007, 2010), faces a similar problem. Consider (21-a). What is striking about
this example is that it does not have a reading roughly like that in (21-b).
That is, fake guns in (21-a) is not modulated to something like fake toy guns.
Since in many cases we often associate guns with toy guns, this would seem
to be a rather easy and salient free modulation.
(21)

a.
b.

I heard some disturbing news. Some terrorists constructed fake
guns and planned to use them to attack a halloween party.
. . . Some terrorists constructed fake toy guns and planned to use
them to attack a halloween party.

Again, the claim in (21-a) would make perfect sense if gun could be modulated
so as to include all sorts of things that look loosely like guns, including model
and toy guns. In the supposed context, some artifacts that look like toy guns
are in fact real guns, and this would be the items denoted by fake guns in
(21-a), to get a reading like (21-b). However, that reading is not available, even
though it would allow us to understand the assertion in (21-a) in a contextually
relevant and coherent way (namely, as saying that the terrorists made toy gun
look-a-likes that were in fact real guns).
7 Stanley (2002) and others have raised over-generation objections against truthconditional pragmatic accounts which adopt free modulation. Readers familiar with that
debate will note that the kinds of examples that I mentioned above, which focus on content
words and open class expressions, are different from those commonly discussed in the philosophical literature, which tend to focus on logical and functional terms. Here I can remain
neutral with respect to whether non-available cases of quantifier domain restriction present
a serious challenge to free mod. For recent discussion and responses to Stanley’s original
argument, see Hall 2014 and Pupa 2015.
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It seems clear, then, that the view that the interpretation function involves free modulation massively over-generates.8 A tempting response, at
this point, is to invoke Chomsky’s distinction between competence and performance (1986; 2000). The basic idea is well-known: our syntactic competence
has the capacity to generate sentences of unbounded complexity, but this is
constrained by performance factors such as limits on working memory. Why
not appeal to a similar argument on behalf of truth-conditional pragmatics?
Our linguistic competence involves an unconstrained mod, which can freely
modify the meanings of expressions to increase their relevance. Still, which
meanings we can actually generate given the input depends on factors such as
how working memory interacts with the speed and complexity of incoming input. We can only make predictions about the available meanings of particular
expressions in conjunction with such performance factors. In some cases, the
available meanings might not be the most relevant or salient, relative to those
suggested by slow and explicit deliberation.
Does this appeal to performance help explain why examples such as (18-a)(21-a) do not shift to the intuitively most relevant meanings? This seems
unlikely. Those cases begin with an explicit context that tries to prime the
unavailable readings. The unavailable readings can be easily recovered from
the immediate linguistic context, and would require just one enrichment operation. The only other available meaning is the literal meaning, hence there do
not seem to be many intervening/interfering options. To be sure, the prospects
of this proposal depend on which specific properties of working memory and
online processing are invoked. Still, currently known limits—e.g., holding too
many non-unitized items in mind, or performing too many simultaneous operations on them—do not seem to be violated by the unavailable readings in
(18-a)-(21-a). Until such details are provided, it seems reasonable to hold that
performance considerations, although interesting and important, are not sufficient to explain the unavailability of the explicitly primed meanings in cases
such as (18-a)-(21-a).
The most plausible suggestion, at this point, is that there are direct, inherent limits on the modulation operations available to the interpretation function.

2.3 Diagnosis
Why is it so tempting to hold that the only or best way to deal with semantic
flexibility is to radically free the compositional operations of language? Many
philosophers and semanticists work under the assumption that lexical items
provide minimal information to compositional linguistic processes. Dominant
8 Recanati (2010) suggests that one possible constrain on free mod is to assume that it
cannot perform type shifting of its argument. This move might help with examples like
(17)-(19), but has no effect on cases like (20-a)-(21-a), where the unobserved modulation
amounts to a simple intersective operation. For further discussion, see Del Pinal (2016);
Del Pinal (2015).
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theories treat most lexical items as either semantically atomic, or as having
a very simple internal structure. Some think of that assumption as a useful
simplification; others, I suspect, simply don’t see how we can add semantic
complexity into lexical items without falling into problematic ‘definitional’
theories. Also influential is Fodor’s argument that lexical atomism is the only
theory that is compositional in the way required to account for the systematic
productivity of language/thought (Fodor, 1998; Fodor and Lepore, 2002). Independently of the justification for such austere views of the lexicon, the result
is that we are left with a considerable gap between the kind of information
that can be computed from the lexicon and the intuitive meaning of utterances
(what is said).
Given those assumptions and results, a natural move is to hold that the
interpretation function is intertwined with free modulation operations that
have almost unbounded expressive power. However, I have argued that this
move seriously over-generates non-available interpretations. Still, I think that
truth-conditional pragmatists can overcome this problem; but to tackle semantic flexibility within a compositional framework, we must adopt richer models
of the information encoded in the lexicon than have hitherto been explored,
while avoiding the pitfalls of definitional theories of meaning. In addition, we
need to adjust the compositional operations so that they have access to that
information. In the rest of this paper, I present a proposal for how to do
that (§3), and show that it can deal with semantic flexibility in a relatively
constrained way (§4). I stress that this proposal falls within the project of
truth-conditional pragmatics, and is intended to complement other proposals
in this tradition for how to constrain the modulation operations which are
part of compositional semantics (e.g., Pagin, 2014; Recanati, 2004, 2010).
3 Multidimensional semantics: the basic framework
If we take seriously the idea that lexical items have a complex or multidimensional semantic structure to which compositional processes are sensitive, two
key questions arise. First, how should we represent the information encoded
in semantically complex lexical items? Second, how should we revise the interpretation function so that the compositional operations can appropriately
interact with those kinds of representations? We tackle the first question in
§3.1, and the second one in §3.2.
3.1 Lexical items
The proposal I’ll defend can be thought of as a multidimensional ‘Putnamstyle’ semantics. Here’s the basic idea. Most lexical entries have an ‘E-structure’
and ‘C-structure’. The E-structure directly represents or determines their extension, and the C-structure consists of what Putnam (1970) describes as a
set of beliefs about the extension. Putnam sometimes calls this second component a ‘stereotype/prototype’; but at least for terms such as natural kinds,
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what he means is something like a simple encoding of a folk theory about the
extension. To capture this suggestion, I assume that the C-structure of lexical
items encodes what, according to our best psychological theories, are the basic
components of the corresponding kinds of concepts. There are relevant open
debates, some of which we discuss below. Still, we can adopt an account of
C-structure that is general enough to accommodate various proposals, and yet
sufficiently concrete to allow us to see how these kinds of complex structures
can be integrated into compositional theories, and what advantages this might
bring to accounts of semantic flexibility.
The basic features of our Putnam-style lexicon are the following. (i) The
C-structures associated with most classes of concepts are multi-dimensional.
In the case of common nouns, these include dimensions like perceptual (e.g.,
what typical members look like), geneological (the usual way in which members
come into being) and functional (e.g., the function, if any, of the members). (ii)
C-structures encode the weight of each dimension as a function of its importance/usefulness for categorization and projection/induction. (iii) C-structures
encode at least some basic relations between these dimensions, including their
relative centrality.9 (iv) Different kinds of concepts can be represented by differences in the dimensions encoded and in the weights and relations between
dimensions.10 (v) Satisfying the dimensions in its C-structure is not necessary for entities to fall under a concept, and our linguistic competence reveals
an implicit understanding of this. Hence we should not, in general, represent
C-structures as if they provided (conjunctive or even disjunctive) definitions,
i.e., as if they determined E-structure. This last point has been emphasized
by many philosophers, at least since Putnam (1970), but tends to be ignored
by scientists who defend non-atomic lexical theories.11
To illustrate some of these points, consider the simplified entries for lion
in (22) and for gun in (23) below. The E-structure of each entry stands for
the core/atomic component which determines its extension. We take the relation between the E-structure and the extension of lexical terms as primitive
(i.e., as given by the relevant model). The C-structure of each entry can be
thought of as a restricted set of general beliefs associated with (or about) the
extension. In the case of common nouns, the dimensions of C-structure in9 To say that a dimension/feature d is central in concept C is to say that other dimensions/features depend on d more than d depends on them. The idea that conceptual
structures encode dependency relations (hence relative centrality) was originally defended
by Keil (1989), who was directly influenced by the criticisms by Putnam (1970, 1975) and
Kripke (1980) of cluster/ definitional theories. Currently, even proponents of prototype theory accept that, for many domains, concepts encode dependency relations (e.g., Hampton,
2006).
10 For example, a common view in cognitive science is that artifact concepts encode a
dimension which represents their basic function, although there are ongoing debates about
its relative centrality (see, e.g., Margolis and Laurence, 2007). At the same time, everyone
agrees that most perceptual concepts do not encode a function dimension.
11 For a detailed discussion of why C-structure does not, in general, determine E-structure
(including a discussion of ‘the problem of ignorance’ and ‘the problem of error’), and why
both components should nevertheless be kept as part of our lexical competence, see Del Pinal
(2015), §7.2-7.4.
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clude, at least, information about how entities in the class tend to look, feel
or taste (‘p’ for ‘perceptual’), what materials or parts they are made of (‘c’
for ‘constitutive’), how they came to being or for what purpose they were
created (‘a’ for ‘agentive’), and what their intended and typical function is,
if any (‘t’ for ‘telic’ ) (cf. Pustejovsky, 1995; Moravcsik, 1998; Del Pinal,
2015). Different classes of terms may differ in the dimensions they represent.
For example, it is arguable that many natural kinds do not have a default value
for the telic, although this is an important dimension for artifact kinds, a
contrast that is captured in (22) and (23). Note, also, that the C-structure of
a term is informationally richer than its ‘associated prototype’ (as this notion
is used in philosophy) and is closer to encoding a ‘conception’, in the sense of
Burge (1993).12
(22)

JlionKcM =
E-structure: λx. lion(x)
C-structure:
c: λx. substance lion(x)
p: λx. perceptual lion(x)
t:
a: λx. ∃e1 [biological birth lion(e1 , x)]

(23)

JgunKcM =
E-structure: λx. gun(x)
C-structure:
c: λx. parts gun(x)
p: λx. perceptual gun(x)
t: λx. gen e[shooting(e) ∧ instrument(e, x)]
a: λx. ∃e1 [making(e1 ) ∧ goal(e1 , gen e(shooting(e) ∧
instrument(e, x))]

These basic Putnam-style lexical entries can be further refined.13 In addition, we will see later how this framework can be extended to other classes
of expressions. Still, we can already see why assuming that the interpretation
function has access to Putnam-style entries could help account for semantic flexibility. In typical cases, ‘enrichments’ look like operations which take
dimensions of the C-structure and upload them into and conjoin them with
the value of the E-structure (e.g. when the at-issue meaning of lion is ‘typ12 When philosophers talk about ‘prototypes’ they often mean things like ‘the representation of the perceptual average of a class’. However, Putnam’s ‘stereotypes/prototypes’ are
closer to what are now called ‘theory-based’ prototypes (Hampton, 2006), structures which
encode, at least, the dependency relations between dimensions/features.
13 In particular, these entries do not yet encode information about the weights of, and
dependency relations between, dimensions. In addition, the values provided for each dimension are for illustration only. To mention one case, the value of the perceptual
in (22) is likely something closer to the following predicate: λx. SIM (LIONp )(x) 
ST N Dsim,c (LIONp ), where an entity e satisfies this predicate if its similarity to the perceptual prototype of ‘lion’, i.e., ‘SIM (LIONp )(e)’, passes the similarity standard relevant
in c, i.e., ‘ST N Dsim,c (LIONp )’.
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ical lion’). ‘Loosenings’ look like operations which take a dimension of the
C-structure and use it to replace the value of the E-structure (e.g. when the
at-issue meaning of lion is ‘lion look alike’). Furthermore, these operations
could be triggered by neighboring linguistic material (e.g., to accommodate
the semantic types of sister nodes so that functional application can proceed),
but they could also be triggered by more general aspects of the context such as
intonation (e.g., as in Wow! That’s a lion! ). At the same time, we don’t want
to say that, in general, dimensions of the C-structure are part of E-structure,
i.e., of core meaning: in the default case, Pete is a lion can be true even if
Pete does not, say, look or behave like a lion.
3.2 Compositional interpretation
The main challenge for integrating a Putnam-style semantics with a truthconditional theory is to determine how, precisely, the compositional operations
should interact with semantically complex lexical entries such as (22) and (23).
Clearly, we have to modify the interpretation function used in standard typedriven semantic theories so that it can properly interact with lexical entries
which have a dual semantic structure. The first obvious modification is that
the interpretation function will involve two computations. One computation,
which we designate ‘J KcME ’, determines the E-structure of expressions. The
other computation, which we designate ‘J KcMC ’, determines their C-structure.
In addition, we will assume that the original ‘J KcM ’ retrieves the ‘full meaning’
of expressions as a tuple of their E-structure and C-structure:
– J KcM = J KcME , J KcMC
Thus far, it would seem that E-structure and C-structure are computed
in parallel, i.e., without interacting. However, the point of introducing Cstructure into our model of semantic competence is to allow it to play a (constrained) role in the determination of aspects of E-structure. How do we let the
compositional operations which determine the E-structure of complex terms
have access, under certain conditions, to the C-structure of the constituents?
To achieve this, we introduce the following tools:
T1. ‘Dimension operators’: partial functions from the full meaning of terms
into their specific C-structure denotations. For example, common nouns
are associated with operators such as QA , which returns the value of the
agentive, and QT , which returns the value of the telic:
(24)

QA (JlionKcM ) = λx. ∃e1 [biological birth lion(e1 , x)]

(25)

QT (JgunKcM ) = λx. gen e[shooting(e) ∧ instrument(e, x)]

In addition, we include an operator E which takes the full meaning of
expressions and returns the value of its E-structure.
T2. ‘Core enrichment operators’: partial functions from the full meaning of
terms into combinations of their E-structure and C-structure. For example,
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common Ns are associated with operator A, which returns a conjunction
of the E-structure and the value of the agentive:
(26)

A(JlionKcM ) = λx. E(JlionKcM )(x) ∧ QA (JlionKcM )(x)
= λx. lion(x) ∧ ∃e1 [biological birth lion(e1 , x)]

In addition, we include a function ALL which is an identity operator on
full meanings.14
The basic function of dimension and core-enrichment operators is simple. The
former take full meanings and return the value of a particular dimension. The
latter take full meanings and return combinations of the E-structure and one
or more of the dimensions of C-structure.15
The key move in our compositional implementation of a Putnam-style semantics is to introduce dimension and core enrichment operators into the
specification of J KcME , i.e., into the determination of E-structure. To do this,
we can piggy back on the structural insights of the original idea of modulated
interpretation (cf. Pagin and Pelletier, 2007; Recanati, 2010), as in (27):
(27)

JeKcME = modl (e, c)(JeKcM )

Note that (27) uses modl instead of free mod, the original pragmatist function
introduced in (8) to define the notion of modulated interpretation. modl also
takes as an argument an expression e and context c in which e occurs. However,
it returns as value a lexical modulation function li drawn from the set of
dimension and core enrichment operators available for e. Call this set ‘M(e) ’,
where the term in parentheses is used to identify the relevant expression.16
In the case of common nouns, the li ’s include the examples used in T1 and
T2, and more generally, dimension operators into any dimension of the Cstructure, and core enrichment operators that combine the E-structure with
any dimension/s of the C-structure. However, as we will see, not all expressions
have a C-structure. In such cases, the only available function will be E, which
14 There are accounts in the literature which use tools similar to dimension and core
enrichment operators, e.g., Vikner and Jensen (2002)’s account of genitives and Pustejovsky
(1995, 2012)’s theory of the Generative Lexicon. However, these accounts do not postulate
a division between E-structure and C-structure, hence are not strictly ‘Putnam-style’. In
addition, the way in which these operators are integrated with the interpretation function is
quite different from the technique I specify below. The account presented in Del Pinal (2015)
also uses similar operators, and does postulate an E/C-structure, but the compositional
implementation is different and less flexible than the account presented here.
15 Terminological note. I use ‘Q ’ as the name of dimension operators, where the subscript
i
stands for the name of the dimension picked out: e.g., QP returns the perceptual and
QT returns the telic. For core enrichment operators, I just use the abbreviated name of
the dimensions: e.g., P returns the E-structure conjoined with the perceptual. We could
define core enrichment operators in terms of combinations of dimension operators, so we
need not assume that these are two distinct classes of operators. However, for reference in
the informal descriptions—in particular, to see whether the effect is an intuitive ‘enrichment’
or ‘loosening’, relative to the E-structure—it is useful to keep using these two names.
16 If α is a complex expression, the set M
(α) is usually determined by the head of α. For
example, the set of dimension and core enrichment operators available to red box is the same
as that available to box.
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selects the original E-structure. This holds also for some classes of simple
expressions, such as certain modifiers of predicates (e.g., privative adjectives).
As a first approximation, we can say that the job of modl is to select an li
that takes the full meaning of e and returns an E-structure that is relevant for
e in c. However, we can be more specific. As a default, the selected function will
be E, i.e., the operator that returns the E-structure of full meanings. If there is
a type clash between sister nodes such that functional application (or whatever
combinatorial operation we postulate) cannot proceed, then modl will act as
a type shifter by selecting the operator that returns a dimension’s value that
eliminates the type clash. This is only possible if there is such value available
in the C-structure. Finally, when there is support from context (intonation,
task demands, etc), modl can select an li which enriches or loosens the original
E-structured of the term to which it applies.17
We are now in a position to reformulate the interpretation function J KcM
so that it can interact with Putnam-style lexical items. For simplicity, we
continue to focus just on T NM and F AM , defined for our multidimensional
semantics below. As a first pass, note that T NM simply calls the full meaning
tuples, i.e., the E/C-structures, as specified in the lexicon. F AM determines
the E-structure of a complex expression by functional application after each
constituent has been filtered by modl , and it determines its C-structure via
f , which takes the full meaning of each constituent and applies functional
application along each dimension of their C-structure.
(T NM ) If α is a terminal node, then JαKcME is the E-structure of α as specified
in the lexicon, relative to c, JαKcMC is the C-structure of α as specified in
the lexicon, relative to c, and JαKcM = JαKcME , JαKcMC .
(F AM ) If α is a branching node, {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters in c, and
modl (β, c1 )(JβKcM1 ) is a function whose domain contains modl (γ, c2 )(JγKcM2 ),
then:18
(i) JαKcME = modl (β, c1 )(JβKcM1 )(modl (γ, c2 )(JγKcM2 ))
(ii) JαKcMC = f (JβKcM1 , JγKcM2 )
(iii) JαKcM = JαKcME , JαKcMC

To illustrate T NM and F AM , we briefly consider two examples. These examples are substantially simplified; their point is only to highlight the basic
properties of our new J KcM . We will then be in a position to tackle, in §4, more
realistic examples, including our original target cases of semantic flexibility.
17 This last case is the one closest to the original pragmatist notion of ‘free’ modulation.
Indeed, a full account of this process could be obtained by combining our multidimensional
semantics with previous proposals for how to predict both when enrichment occurs and
what its function is, such as Pagin (2014)’s account of free enrichment as coherence raising.
The additional constraint, when implemented in our framework, is that modl can, say, raise
coherence but only by selecting an appropriate li . In addition, we could also hold that
these ‘free’ processes are at least partly determined by certain conventions. For example,
intonation often determines which operator is selected: for certain classes of expressions
(e.g., social role nouns such as man and woman), we learn that certain intonations reliably
call for particular dimension/core enrichment operators.
18 As in the original formulation, c , c stand for the subparts of context c in which the
1 2
respective constituents occur.
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Consider first Jsteel gunKcM , and assume that the full meaning of steel,
when taken as a nominal modifier, is as in (28) below, and that of gun is as
in (23) above. By T NM , JsteelKcM1 = JsteelKcM1 E , JsteelKcM1 C and JgunKcM2 =
JgunKcM2 E , JgunKcM2 C . The next step is to apply F NM . Assume that modl
operates in default mode, hence selects the dimension operator E in each
sub-context, i.e., E(JsteelKcM1 ) and E(JgunKcM2 ). Jsteel gunKcME will then be as
specified in the E-structure of (29), and Jsteel gunKcMC , which is obtained by
applying functional application along each dimension, will be as specified in
the C-structure of (29). As illustrated in (29), the resulting E-structure of steel
gun includes less information than its C-structure.
(28)

JsteelKcM =
E-structure: λP.λx. P (x) ∧ steel(x)
C-structure:
c: λP.λx. P (x) ∧ steel(x)
p: λP.λx. P (x) ∧ steel perceptual(x)
t: λP.P
a: λP.P

(29)

Jsteel gunKcM =
E-structure: λx. gun(x) ∧ steel(x)
C-structure:
c: λx. parts gun(x) ∧ steel(x)
p: λx. perceptual gun(x) ∧ steel perceptual(x)
t: λx. gen e[shooting(e) ∧ instrument(e, x)]
a: λx. ∃e1 [making(e1 ) ∧ goal(e1 , gen e(shooting(e) ∧
instrument(e, x))]

Terms such as steel simply add descriptive content of their own, along one or
more dimensions. More interesting for illustrating the flexibility of J KcM are
modifiers which plausibly use the C-structure of their arguments to generate
a modified predicate. Consider typical gun. Suppose the entry for typical is
(30), where the variable ‘DC ’ ranges over full meaning tuples, and dimension
operators are used to specify the effect of this modifier along each dimension.
To apply F AM to generate the meaning of typical gun, modl now has to return
a full meaning tuple for gun, which can be achieved by selecting the ALL
core enrichment operator, i.e., ALL(JgunKcM ). We can then apply functional
application along each dimension, resulting in (31). Note that the E-structure
of typical gun requires that an entity have the perceptual features of guns,
although this requirement is not part of the E-structure of the unmodified
gun, as can be seen by comparing (23) and (31). So in this case application of
F AM has the result that parts of the C-structure of a constituent are uploaded
into the E-structure of the complex expression.
(30)

JtypicalKcM =
E-structure: λDC λx.QE (DC )(x) ∧ QP (DC )(x)
C-structure:
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c: λDC . QC (DC )
p: λDC . QP (DC )
t: λDC . QT (DC )
a: λDC . QA (DC )
(31)

Jtypical gunKcM =
E-structure: λx. gun(x) ∧ perceptual gun(x)
C-structure:
c: λx. parts gun(x)
p: λx. perceptual gun(x)
t: λx. gen e[shooting(e) ∧ instrument(e, x)]
a: λx. ∃e1 [making(e1 ) ∧ goal(e1 , gen e(shooting(e) ∧
instrument(e, x))]

At this point, I can highlight five key features of J KcM . First, as should
be clear from the formulation of F AM , modl is confined to E-structure. In
the default case, illustrated by steel gun in (29), it selects E and so returns
the E-structure of each constituent. But as illustrated by typical gun in (31),
modl can also return an li that enriches or alters the default E-structure (e.g.,
to satisfy the type requirements for functional application). At this point,
it is open precisely how the ‘expressions’ and ‘contexts’ which are taken as
arguments by modl are represented (e.g., do expressions encode grammatical
class and prosody/intonation?), and how this determines the selected li (esp.,
in the relatively ‘free’ cases). We will be in a better position to address this
issue after discussing some case studies in §4.
Second, the C-structure of complex expressions is (generally) computed by
J KcM . This operation is specified in terms of the function f in F AM , which
takes the full meanings of constituents and returns the C-structure of the
combination. In the cases we consider in this paper, f just performs pointwise
functional application at each dimension of C-structure, as illustrated in (29)
and (31). Why hold that generating the C-structure of complex expressions
is part of our semantic competence? The main reason is that, in some cases,
the C-structure of a complex expression is involved in determining the Estructure of more complex expressions of which it is a constituent.19 Some of
the examples examined in §4 have this property.20
19 There are additional reasons for holding that the C-structure of complex expressions is
often computed. C-structure plays a key role once linguistically encoded meanings interface
with other cognitive systems. For example, the perceptual dimension of C-structure is often
used for categorization: in the usual case, when asked to, say, bring a red shirt, one has
to compute (part of) the C-structure f (JredKcM1 , JshirtKcM2 ), which includes the perceptual
prototype. Still, information such as that red shirts are normally red on the outside is not
usually part of the E-meaning of red shirt.
20 As a reviewer pointed out to me, my multidimensional semantics for J Kc is strucM
turally similar to some multidimensional systems for use-conditional (incl., expressive) content (esp., Portner, 2007; McCready, 2010; Gutzmann, 2015). The work in this tradition
developed mainly as a response to the strict constraints imposed by Potts (2005)’s seminal
work regarding how non at-issue meaning can interact with surrounding linguistic material.
In future work, I will compare these multidimensional systems in more detail. Still, I would
like to note here that, in my view, we can treat C-structure as a species of use-conditional
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Third, although C-structure is generally computed, E-structure is the engine of composition, which can continue even when there is no information in
C-structure. When that is the case, all the dimension operators which return
values of C-structure will be useless (i.e., undefined), and modl will simply
select E and return the E-structure of its argument. This entails that this
multidimensional semantics is compatible with the view that, sometimes, Cstructures for complex expressions cannot be compositionally derived from the
C-structures of their immediate constituents (see Fodor 1998 and Fodor and
Lepore 2002; for a critical response see Prinz 2002; Hampton and Jonsson 2012
and Del Pinal 2016). Now, when a complex expression has no C-structure, no
modulations will be linguistically available. Still, interpretation can continue:
for on this view, what is said by a complex expression S is determined by
JSKcME , i.e., by the E-structure of S.21
Fourth, although I have advertised this multidimensional semantics as
broadly compositional, it is important to note that what is strictly compositional is the total meaning function J KcM . If we focus just on the E-dimension
of a complex expression α, we can see that it need not be strictly compositional
relative to the E-dimension of the constituents of α. For example, in cases such
as typical gun in (31), modl can enrich the E-dimension of a constituent of α
with one of its C-dimensions, which is then inherited into the E-structure of
α.22 As we will see in §4, this dynamic mechanism is precisely what will allow
us to model key cases of semantic flexibility, and can in the end be taken as
an argument for the view that, in natural languages, E-structure satisfies only
‘general compositionality’, as defined by Pagin and Westertahl (2010), (2010a)
and (2010b).
Fifth, since J KcM is not strictly compositional along the E-dimension, the
computation of E-structure for a complex expression can turn out to be recontent, in the sense of Gutzmann (2015). If so, the arguments and system developed for
J KcM support Gutzmann (2015)’s claim that we must enrich the compositional semantics
of Potts (2005)’s original multidimensional system to allow (i) mixed lexical items defined
for all dimensions of meaning, (ii) compositionality at the use-conditional level (as in the
computation of C-structures for complex expressions), and (iii) a more dynamic interaction between the various dimensions of meaning (as in cases where the C-structure of a
constituent affects the E-structure of a complex expression).
21 Interestingly, this implementation of a multidimensional semantics, according to which
complex expressions are often assigned a C-structure, allows us to incorporate an account of
‘loose speech’ which is somewhat similar to Lasersohn (1999)’s influential ‘pragmatic halos’
account. We cannot pursue this topic in detail, but just to briefly advertise this application
of the theory, consider the following rule:
– An assertion of S of type < t > (or < s, t >, were s ranges over worlds) is looselyspeaking-true if any dimension in JSKcM = 1.
C

For example, John is a lion is ‘loosely-speaking-true’ if John looks like a lion, behaves like
a lion, or, more generally, has some of the properties represented in the C-structure of lion.
22 In other words, this multidimensional semantics has the following property. In a context
such as typical gun, we couldn’t substitute for gun a term such as gun 1 —which we assume
has the same E-structure of gun but a different C-structure—and guarantee the preservation
of the E-structure of the phrase. Preservation of E-structure in a context like typical gun
also requires that gun and gun 1 have the same C-structure.
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dundant at a subsequent stage of composition. To see this, consider again steel
gun in (29), and assume that it is modified by typical, defined as in (30). The
resulting E-structure of typical steel gun is a kind of enrichment: we keep the
original E-structure of steel gun but also upload its perceptual dimension.
However, there seem to be contexts which drop the E-structure of steel gun,
and replace it with something in its C-structure. Consider steel gun look-alike.
In our system, it is natural to assume that what look-alike does along the Edimension is replace the E-structure of its argument with the perceptual of
its C-structure. If so, bottom-up interpretation would in this case calculate the
E-structure of steel gun only to drop it at a later stage of composition. This
unusual property of our multidimensional semantics is justified to the extent
that the framework as a whole, and this property in particular, is descriptively
valuable. Establishing that is the aim of §4.

4 Semantic flexibility in a multidimensional semantics
The framework we have introduced to let the compositional operations which
determine E-structure interact with C-structure can be used to deal with various examples of enrichment (via core enrichment operations) and loosening
(via dimension operators). The task now is to see how some of the phenomena
of semantic flexibility which motivated theorists to adopt free modulation—in
particular, expressions involving privative and colour adjectives—can be modeled in our multidimensional Putnam-style semantics. To be clear, the aim
here is not to present final accounts in each case; indeed, somewhat different accounts are compatible with the overall framework. The aim is rather
to present some detailed and plausible accounts of semantic flexibility, show
how they overcome the problems faced by less constrained truth-conditional
pragmatic theories, and thereby illustrate the advantages of the kinds of tools
made uniquely available by a multidimensional Putnam-style semantics.

4.1 Privative adjectives
Consider first privatives and certain special adjectives which seem to operate
on the internal semantics of common nouns. We have seen that, to deal with
privatives, truth-conditional pragmatists appeal to free mod, which systematically generates unavailable readings (Partee, 2007, 2010; Recanati, 2010). In
contrast, a Putnam-style semantics can be used to give promising accounts of
privatives which do not over-generate meanings.
Paradigmatic examples of privative noun phrases are expressions like fake
gun, counterfeit dollar and artifical heart. In most contexts, a normal gun
would not count as a fake gun. At the same time, a phone is normally not a
fake gun—in other words, a fake gun is an artifact that looks, handles, etc.
like a gun but does not function like one. Furthermore, we don’t want to say
that a malfunctioning gun is a fake gun, or that all fake guns succeed in really
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looking like guns. Intuitively, a fake gun is an artifact that was made to look
like (or more generally, to have the perceptual features of) a gun, but not to
function like one. How can we compositionally derive this behavior?
In a Putnam-style semantics, many common nouns encode, in their Cstructure, the information we invoke in intuitive descriptions of what privative
adjectives seem to do to their arguments. For this reason, we can treat terms
such as fake as what they intuitively seem: modifiers of the semantic structure
of predicates. As a first approximation, consider the entry for fake in (32),
were ‘DC ’ ranges over full meanings, i.e., tuples of the E-structure and each
dimension of C-structure. Note that each dimension takes the full meaning
of the argument N of fake, and uses dimension operators to specify its effect.
Hence for functional application to proceed, the modl which ranges over the
sister N has to return its full meaning (= JN KcM ). This can be done via the
ALL core enrichment operator.
(32)

JfakeKcM =
E-structure: λDC . [λx. ¬E(DC )(x) ∧ ¬QA (DC )(x) ∧
∃e2 [making(e2 ) ∧ goal(e2 , QP (DC )(x))]]
C-structure:
c: λDC . QC (DC )
p: λDC . QP (DC )
t: λDC . [λx. ¬QT (DC )(x) ∧ QP (DC )(x)]
a: λDC . [λx. ∃e2 [making(e2 ) ∧ goal(e2 , QP (DC )(x)]]

Given (32) and entry (23) above for gun, Jfake gunKcM results, by F AM , in (33).
Its E-structure encodes the following condition: it is satisfied by entities that
are not guns, were not made to be guns, and were made to have the perceptual
features of guns. This allows, crucially, that a fake gun can be badly made and
not look like a gun. As in other cases, the C-structure of fake gun is more
informative than its E-structure: e.g., it says that fake guns look like guns but
don’t shoot. This is because, according to (32), a fake N will be ‘conceived’ as
having the perceptual features but not the function of N, but this is not part
of its E-structure. We return to the advantage of having this information in
C-structure when we explore, in §4.3, how expressions like fake gun interact
with modifiers such as typical and perfect.
(33)

Jfake gunKcM =
E-structure: λx. ¬E(JgunKcM )(x) ∧ ¬QA (JgunKcM )(x) ∧
∃e2 [making(e2 ) ∧ goal(e2 , QP (JgunKcM )(x))]
C-structure:
c: QC (JgunKcM )
p: QP (JgunKcM )
t: λx. ¬QT (JgunKcM )(x) ∧ QP (JgunKcM )(x)
a: λx. ∃e2 [making(e2 ) ∧ goal(e2 , QP (JgunKcM )(x)]

Crucially, this account does not generate the unavailable interpretation
mentioned in (21-a), which we used to criticize Partee (2007, 2010)’s account.
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Given the multidimensional type of the argument of fake, the head noun must
provide a full meaning for functional application to proceed. The privative fake
then modifies that meaning in the way specified in (32). Hence the default (atissue) interpretation of fake gun is not based on modulating the meaning of gun
as a function of the wider context; it is just based on providing the privative
with the type required for functional application. Consequently, this account
does not predict that there should be a different reading in contexts that call
for the default reading and in special contexts such as the terrorists at the
halloween party in (21-a).23
How does entry (32) fare when combined with other lexical items? Del Pinal
(2015) argues in detail that, given independently motivated entries for the head
nouns, an entry close to (32) gives the intuitively correct result for a wide range
of cases, including fake pen and fake gold and less obvious examples such as
fake smile and fake lawyer. For current purposes, however, it is not crucial
that we agree on every detail of (32).24 The aim here is only to motivate the
kinds of representations and operations that a Putnam-style semantics makes
available by providing promising accounts of privative adjectives which need
not appeal to something like free mod.
Given this aim, it is important to show that this basic account can be
extended to other privatives. Indeed, the tools made available by a Putnamstyle semantics become especially useful when the differences are subtle, as in
the case of counterfeit and artificial, which contrast in interesting ways with
each other and with fake. An important difference between many paradigmatic
uses of counterfeit and fake is that, unlike a fake, a counterfeit N is usually
made to look and function like an N. For example, a counterfeit Rolex is made
both to look and function like a Rolex. Counterfeit, in its usual sense, can be
applied to terms for artifacts whose origin gives them an added value, with
the result that this appropriate origin is lacking in the counterfeit versions.
This is captured in the following partial entry:
(34)

JcounterfeitKcM =

23 To be clear, in a Putnam-style framework, Jfake gunKc can itself be the argument to
M
modl (e.g., when it is combined with other expressions). When the C-structure of fake gun
is computed, as in (33), all the dimensions of C-structure are in principle available to modl .
Crucially, none of these dimensions encodes a predicate which must be satisfied by entities
with the function of a gun, i.e., of shooting (e.g., consider the telic in (33)). This explains
the unavailable reading in (21-a). At the same time, this mechanism also explains why, once
we consider fake gun in wider contexts, we can observe additional flexibility. To illustrate,
suppose that modl filters Jfake gunKcM , specified as in (33), using the dimension operator
QT . In that case, its E-meaning will be equal to QT (Jfake gunKcM ). Hence, anything that
passes some perceptual similarity threshold (and doesn’t have the relevant function of guns,
e.g., shooting in the relevant way) may count as a fake gun (e.g., a lump of wood that, for
whatever reason, looks like a gun). For further discussion, see §4.3 below.
24 For example, one could argue that we should drop the condition that, in its E-structure,
fake negates the E-structure of its nominal argument. If so, the inference that ‘a fake N is
not an N’ would result from the intuition that, if an artifact x was created to, say, look but
explicitly not to function like an N, it is, at best, extremely unlikely that it is an N.
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E-structure: λDC . [λx. ¬E(DC )(x) ∧ ¬QA (DC )(x) ∧
∃e2 [making(e2 ) ∧ goal(e2 , QP (DC )(x) ∧ QT (DC )(x))]]
C-structure:
...
If we apply (34) to a plausible lexical entry for Rolex, we get as its E-structure
the result that a counterfeit Rolex is not a Rolex, does not come into being in
the manner in which a Rolex comes into being, as specified in QA (JRolexKcM ),
and is an artifact that was made to look and function like a Rolex, as specified
in QP (JRolexKcM ) and QT (JRolexKcM ) respectively.25 Consider, in contrast,
the case of artificial, as used in expressions such as artificial leg and artificial
heart. Unlike a fake heart, an artificial heart is made with the intention that
it function like a heart. In addition, unlike fakes and counterfeits, an artificial
heart need not be made to look like a heart, as long as it is made to function
like one. The following partial entry captures the contrast between artificial,
on the one hand, and fake/counterfeit on the other:
(35)

JartificialKcM =
E-structure: λDC . [λx. ¬E(DC )(x) ∧ ¬QA (DC )(x) ∧
∃e2 [making(e2 ) ∧ goal(e2 , QT (DC )(x))]]
C-structure:
...

Perhaps more clearly than in fake and counterfeit, in this case we might want to
eliminate ‘¬QE (DC )(x)’ from (35). Speakers I have informally queried about
whether, say, artificial hands and legs are really arms and legs report mixed
and unstable intuitions. This is ultimately an empirical question, and both
options can be implemented in a Putnam-style semantics.
The Putnam-style tools which we used to model privatives can also be
used to model modifiers which, although not strictly privative, also seem to
access the C-structure of their arguments. Consider certain attributive uses of
true and real, recently examined by Knobe et al (2013), Leslie (2015) and Del
Pinal and Reuter (2017). For example, Knobe et al (2013) argue that true,
when used as in (36-a), seems to operate on a ‘normative’ dimension which
they argue is part of our conceptual representations of certain classes, esp., of
social roles. In particular, true displays an acceptability pattern different from
that of expressions which operate on the function (i.e., telic) of social roles,
such as good in (36-b).
(36)

a.
b.

Mary is a true scientist.
Mary is a good scientist.

Studies show that there are contexts in which participants agree that Mary
is a good scientist but not a true scientist. For example, a scenario where
25 On this account, one difference between fakes and counterfeits is that the latter are
made to function like the artifacts they are counterfeits of, whereas this is not required in
the case of fakes, although in some cases it is possible to so use them.
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Mary is a skilled scientist but is ultimately not committed to the relevant
scientific values (e.g., she works mainly to be famous). There are also contexts
in which participants agree that Mary is a true scientist even if she is not
a particularly good or skillful scientist. For example, a scenario where Mary
is committed to satisfy the values associated with being a scientist, although
she is not (yet) very skilled as a scientist (see Knobe et al 2013; Leslie 2015;
Del Pinal and Reuter 2017). These acceptability patterns suggest that some
social role terms have a C-structure which includes a normative dimension
that represents something like the basic values/commitments associated with
the role. This dimension is uploaded into the E-structure of complex noun
phrases when social roles are modified by true. Leslie (2015) argues that slurs
and social recriminations such as real men don’t cry! also often involve similar
operations on the normative dimension.
These kinds of cases can be easily modeled in our Putnam-style semantics.
Consider the partial entries in (37) and (38). When used in the relevant way,
true and real take the full meaning of their arguments, and modify them such
that the value of the normative dimension replaces the value of the original
E-structure. Entries (37) and (38) include a dimension operator, ‘QN ’, which
returns the value of the normative dimension (if there is one, as in the case of
social role terms, otherwise the modification is undefined). The entry for real
is a bit more complex because, arguably, x is a real scientist requires that x
satisfies both the normative and functional dimensions of scientist.
(37)

JtrueKcM =
E-structure: λDC . [λx. QN (DC )(x)]
C-structure:
...

(38)

JrealKcM =
E-structure: λDC . [λx. QN (DC )(x) ∧ QT (DC )(x)]
C-structure:
...

Compared to privatives, the E-structures of these modifiers is simple. Still, we
seem to approximate the desired result. To illustrate, we have seen that native
speakers accept that Mary can be a true scientist even if she is not, in the
ordinary sense, a scientist. Entry (37) captures this: the E-structure of true N
does not include the E-structure of N.
Interestingly, since what true/real do to the E-structure of its argument
is to replace it with dimensions of its C-structure via dimension operators,
this Putnam-style account predicts that, in some contexts, their effect can be
achieved solely by modl . This prediction is formulated in (40), and is illustrated
by derogatory remarks such as (39-a), in which the target social role term is
not explicitly modified by true or real (Leslie, 2015). Given (40), we can see
why (39-a) and (39-b) often have indistinguishable at-issue contents.
(39)

a.

Hillary Clinton is the only man in the Obama administration!
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Hillary Clinton is the only real man in the Obama administration!

Let α be a modifier of β in context c. If α is ‘simple’ (i.e., its effect on
the E-structure of β is to replace it with a dimension of the C-structure
0
of β), then there is a context c0 such that Jα βKcME = modl (β, c0 )JβKcM .

In short, the effect of ‘simple’ modifiers on the E-structure of the head can
be achieved, in some contexts, simply via modl . ‘Intersective’ modifiers which
add descriptive content (e.g., plastic in plastic gun), and paradigmatic privative adjectives (e.g. fake and counterfeit) are not ‘simple’, according to this
definition. Hence there is no expectation that we can find a context which
induces, solely via modl , their effect on the E-structure of the head.
Finally, some modifiers seem to alter the centrality ordering of the Cstructure of their arguments. Indeed, true and real, in the sense discussed
above, seem like paradigmatic members of this class (see the studies reported
in Del Pinal and Reuter, 2017). I will not discuss these effects in detail here,
but just note that they can be easily modeled in a Putnam-style semantics.
Here is one option. Suppose that the full meaning structure of a social role
term is as in (41), where the degree of centrality of each dimension of Cstructure is represented by its relative position in the tuple, such that the
agentive is the most central dimension, followed by the telic, and so on.
Note that the C-structure effect of the entry in (42), when applied to (41), is
just to change the centrality orderings amongst the dimensions. In the output,
the telic is now the most central dimension, followed by the normative,
and so on. In this way, we can model changes that certain modifiers effect on
our conceptions, even when these changes do not directly add any descriptive
content. We explore one reason for modeling centrality in §5.2
(41)

JscientistKcM =
E-structure: λx. scientist(x)
C-structure: ha, t, n, pi

(42)

JrealKcM =
E-structure: λDC . [λx. QN (DC )(x) ∧ QT (DC )(x)]
C-structure:
hλDC . QT (DC ), λDC . QN (DC ), λDC . QA (DC ), λDC . QP (DC )i

4.2 Colour adjectives
We have seen that a multidimensional Putnam-style semantics can be used
to give adequate, constrained accounts of the compositional behavior of privative and subsective modifiers whose flexibility seems to depend on having
access to the C-structure of their arguments. Since those kinds of modifiers
are arguably special, and our multidimensional semantics does add some complexity to the standard truth conditional theories, we might reasonably ask
what the advantages are of adopting this framework relative to more standard
examples of semantic flexibility. In this respect, colour terms are an excellent
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case study. For although often taken as paradigmatic ‘intersective’ adjectives,
we have seen that—as captured in the Travis color cases in (10)-(11)—their
compositional behavior exhibits the kind of semantic flexibility which has led
some theorists to adopt free mod.
There are various promising accounts of color adjectives that address the
Travis cases without appealing to anything like free mod. One of the most
convincing accounts, using a standard compositional truth-conditional theory,
is presented by Kennedy and McNally (2010). Based on the way in which
colour adjectives interact with degree (e.g., very, completely) and comparative
(e.g., more, less) morphology, they argue that colour adjectives are ambiguous
between two gradable and a non-gradable, classificatory sense. To illustrate
this, consider the gradable senses of green presented in (43) and (44):
(43)
(44)

Jgreenquant K = λx. quant(green)(x)
Jgreenqual K = λx. qual(green)(x)

These gradable senses are functions of type < e, d >, i.e., from entities to
degrees. Colour adjectives are associated with two measure functions. One
measures how much of the entity manifests the colour, as in (43). The other
measures how closely the entity’s manifestation of the colour approximates the
relevant prototype, as in (44). These functions of type < e, d > are converted
into functions of type < e, t > when they compose with degree morphemes.
For example, the null degree morpheme pos, presented in (45), introduces a
relation to a contextual standard of comparison. When pos combines with
(44), as in (46), it results in a predicate of type < e, t > which is satisfied by
entities whose degree of greenessqual in c passes the standard in c.
(45)
(46)

JposKc = λg<e,d> λx .g(x)  stndc (g)

Jpos greenqual Kc = λx. qual(green)(x)  stndc (qual(green))

The non-gradable, classificatory sense of green is presented in (47):
(47)

Jgreennongr Kc = λx. Pi (x) ∧ cor(Pi , green)

Unlike the gradable senses in (43)-(44), the sense in (47) is of type < e, t >.
Its satisfaction condition is only that the entity to which it applies falls under
a property that is correlated with greenness. This property is represented by
the free variable Pi , and Kennedy and McNally suggest that it is typically
determined by features of the argument to the colour adjective. Finally, to
capture the intuition that senses (43), (44), and (47) are related, each entry is
specified in terms of ‘green’, a mass noun denotation of type < e >.
Kennedy and McNally’s account can be directly applied to the Pia green
leaves cases (10)-(11). The interpretation of (10-a) as (10-b) is obtained by disambiguating green to (44), given context (10). And the interpretation of (11-a)
as (11-b) is obtained by disambiguating green to (47), given context (11). Crucially, on this account we need not assume that there is a free mod operation
that takes the literal meaning of green and outputs the relevant refined or
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enriched readings. The main readings are provided via disambiguation, and
each of the disambiguated senses has parameters of context-sensitivity—the
relevant standards for the gradable readings and the correlated property for
the non-gradable reading.26
Since Kennedy and McNally’s account can deal with Travis cases without
postulating anything like free mod, what do we gain by implementing it in a
multidimensional semantics? To answer this question, consider first whether
an ambiguity-based implementation of the various senses of colour terms seems
intuitively plausible. If we reflect on how we think and talk about colours, is
it clear that we are always primarily thinking along one of these senses? Or is
it more accurate to hold that we have a relatively unified conception of ‘being
coloured’ that has these senses as dimensions, various combinations of which
can be at-issue in a given colour-involving assertion? The latter view would
be supported by examples where the at-issue content of colour predications
involves conjunctions of two or more of these dimensions. Interestingly, such
cases abound.
Suppose you want a green car. In the usual case, you would have concrete
expectations with respect to both the quality and quantity of its greenness,
and even with respect to the way in which it became green (e.g., that it be
factory painted). If, in some context, you believe that your interlocutors might
miss the full range of your expectations, you could communicate using modified
predications of green, as in (48):
(48)

I want a car that is factory green and perfectly so.

Consider another example. Although in some cases a naturally green leaf need
not be green, a typical naturally green leaf usually refers to leafs that are
both greenqual/quant and naturally greennongrad . However, in Kennedy and
McNally’s implementation, colour words, once in use, have to take one of the
three senses. Once we are talking about naturally green leafs, the gradable
senses of green are no longer available. In general, then, it is not clear how to
get the default readings of expressions like those in (49):
(49)

a.
b.
c.

Pia wants leafs that are perfectly, completely and naturally green.
Pia wants completely/perfectly, naturally green leafs.
Pia wants typical naturally green leafs.

The problem remains even if some of these cases involve ellipsis. For example,
suppose, as seems reasonable, that the LF of (49-a) is something like ‘...completely green1 and naturally green1 ’. Following standard accounts of ellipsis,
the ellided green should have the same meaning as green 1 . Still, this meaning
would have to correspond to one of the disambiguated senses, and so on this
26 Hansen (2011) argues that the gradable and non-gradable senses of colour terms have
additional context-sensitive parameters. The refinements proposed by Hansen (2011) can
be implemented in a Putnam-style semantics, but doing so here would add unnecessary
complexity to the presentation.
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view it could not shift between the gradable and non-gradable senses, as seems
to be required to get the default reading of (49-a).
Is there an easy fix? Kennedy and McNally point out that one could implement the two gradable senses as a binary choice of a gradable-type parameter.
This suggestion does not solve the present problem. For example, it doesn’t
address readings that call for mixed gradable and non-gradable interpretations, as in (48) and (49-b). Also, it doesn’t help deal with modifiers that
seem to simultaneously operate on various senses, as in (49-c). Another possible response is to drop the constraint on ellipsis according to which elided
terms are copied from disambiguated logical forms. However, as is well known,
this would massively over-generate readings. For example, (50) would be incorrectly predicted to have a reading where John went to a financial bank and
Mary went to a river bank.
(50)

John went to the bank to cash a check, and Mary went to the bank
to get some aesthetic enjoyment.

Finally, we cannot deal with these examples by conjoining all dimensions into
one long ‘definition’, since there are many cases in which colour predications
are minimal, i.e., in which only one of the senses is at-issue. Taken together,
these problems point to the difficulty of encoding ‘conceptions’ in a standard
one-dimensional semantics: Kennedy and McNally avoid a ‘definitional’ view,
but only by adopting a problematic ambiguity-based implementation.
These problems can be resolved, however, if we implement Kennedy and
McNally’s account in a multidimensional Putnam-style semantics. The proposal I present here proceeds from the observation that each of the gradable
and non-gradable senses of colour terms is closely related to particular dimensions of C-structure. This suggests a way of representing the various senses
of a colour term without having to posit lexical ambiguity. This is illustrated
in (51) for green, where each sense is a dimension of its C-structure. For simplicity, we assume that the constitutive dimension encodes the quantitative
gradable sense, the perceptual encodes the qualitative gradable sense, and
the agentive encodes the nongradable reading.
(51)

JgreenKcM =
E-structure: λx. green(x)
C-structure:
c: λx. quant(green)(x)
p: λx. qual(green)(x)
t:
a: λx. Pi (x) ∧ cor(Pi , green)

A key difference between the entries for nouns like lion and those for colour
terms is that, in the latter case, the constitutive and perceptual are not
of type < e, t >.27 Still, modifiers of colours, including degree morphenes, can
27 According to this entry, colour terms can be used in a ‘minimal’ way, since they have an
atomic non-gradable E-meaning. This will be the at-issue content when modl simply returns
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be formulated analogously to semantic restructuring operators. They take full
meanings (which in this case include dimensions of type < e, d > ), select
dimensions of C-structure, and add the relevant standards to turn them into
functions of type < e, t >. For example, partially adds a low standard to the
constitutive and uploads it into the E-structure of its argument; very adds
a high standard to the perceptual and uploads it into the E-structure of its
argument; naturally adds a constraint to the agentive non-gradable reading
and uploads it into the E-structure of its argument.
As mentioned before, colour adjectives can be modified by null degree morphemes. Following Kennedy and McNally, we will also assume that the relevant
null degree morphemes are semantically like overt degree morphemes. Adjusted
to our framework, this means that they take full meanings, except that in the
null cases the relevant standard is contextually determined. Consider the Egrad
structure of the entry for posqual in (52): it takes full meanings (‘DC
’ ranges
over ordered tuples of the E-structure and dimensions of C-structure, where
some of the dimensions are of type < e, d >), selects the relevant dimension
of type < e, d >, and turns it into a predicate of type < e, t >.
(52)

Jposqual KcM =
E-structure:
gd
gd
gd
gd
λDC
λx. QE (DC
)(x) ∧ [QP (DC
)(x)  stndc (QP (DC
))]
C-structure:
gd
gd
c: λDC
. QC (DC
)
gd
gd
gd
p: λDC λx. QP (DC
)(x)  stndc (QP (DC
))
t:
gd
gd
a: λDC
. QA (DC
)

If posqual is combined with entry (51) for green, we get the result in (53), where
its E-structure is satisfied by entities whose qualitative degree of greenness
passes a certain contextually determined standard.
(53)

Jposqual greenKcM =
E-structure:
λx. green(x) ∧ [qual(green)(x)  stndc (qual(green))]
C-structure:
c: λx. quant(green)(x)
p: λx. qual(green)(x)  stndc (qual(green))
t:
a: λx. Pi (x) ∧ cor(Pi , green)

In general, any of the dimensions of the C-structure of green can be uploaded
into the E-structure, depending on the context and the overt/covert modifiers.
However, regardless of which dimension is uploaded, if any, the other dimenthe E-structure. However, it is compatible with our Putnam-style semantics that there are
classes of words which don’t have a default E-structure—hence on each use modl would
have to select, for composition to proceed, some dimension/s of the conception and upload
it into the E-structure—and that colour words belong to this class.
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sions in the C-structure are available for further composition, as illustrated in
(53). As a result, we can now account for cases such as Pia wants leafs that
are completely, naturally green. When naturally composes with green, the gradable readings are still available in C-structure, so this expression can be further
modified by intensifiers of the gradable senses such as perfectly/completely, in
which case we get a rich interpretation such that the at-issue meaning refers
to leafs that are prototypically/completely, and naturally green.
What about cases like (49-a), which arguably involve ellipsis? Suppose
expressions like (54-a) have LFs roughly like (54-b):
(54)

a.
b.

. . . leaves that are completely and naturally green
. . . leaves that are completely green1 and naturally green1

Following standard views, we assume, again, that in (54-a) the elided term
must be a copy of green 1 , as captured in (54-b). Since this is specified at
a level of representation where ambiguities are resolved, this means that the
copied term has the same meaning as the source term. Given the combinatorial
properties of our Putnam-style semantics, this condition has to be formulated
as saying that by ‘meaning’ we technically mean J KcM , i.e., full meanings.
Assuming an entry for JgreenKcM as in (51), we get the target readings. For
that entry can be combined with modifiers such as completely, perfectly, and
naturally, returning in each case a slightly different E-structure.
We just said that, given the combinatorial rules of a Putnam-style semantics, standard constraints on ellipsis entail that full meanings, and not just
E-meanings, are copied from the source unto the sites of the elided expressions. This implication for ellipsis, which results from unique features of our
multidimensional semantics, has additional advantages. One is that it can be
used to account for Chomsky’s famous examples of sense modulation across
elided/anaphoric material (2000). This phenomena is illustrated in (55):
(55)

This book1 is very interesting, but it1 is simply too heavy to take on
the plane.

Briefly, the key observation here is that book 1 , given its full multidimensional
meaning, can be modulated in different ways at each site. At the same time,
this framework doesn’t overgenerate elided readings in cases like (50), since
none of the E/C-dimensions of the concept of a river bank are E/C-dimensions
of the concept of a financial bank, and vice versa.
4.3 Interaction between privatives, colours, and subsectives
To conclude these case studies, we examine combinations of privatives, colours
terms, and subsective modifiers. As far as I know, most of these interactions
have not been explored in the relevant literature. Showing that our account
makes adequate predictions in these cases further supports the view that a
Putnam-style multidimensional semantics issues in unique and promising tools
for compositional semantics.
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Let us begin by examining the predictions of our account for combinations
of privatives and colour terms. As our target case, take [fake [green leaf ]], as
used in examples like (56). (56) has two main readings, paraphrased (roughly)
in (56-a) and (56-b).
(56)

That1 is a fake green leaf.
a. x1 is a green object but a fake leaf.
b. x1 is a real leaf but is not naturally green.

To see that our Putnam-style semantics predicts these readings, assume that
JfakeKcM is as in (32), and Jgreen leafKcM is obtained by turning all dimensions
of type < e, d >, in (51), into type < e, t > and conjoining each dimension of green with the corresponding dimension of leaf.28 Given those assumptions, J[fake [green leaf]]KcME can be satisfied in at least two ways. Recall that
JfakeKcME negates the agentive in the C-structure of the modified expression, and uploads that into the E-structure of the resulting expression. In this
case the modified expression is a complex term, and its agentive includes
the condition imposed by green conjoined with that imposed by leaf. Since
JfakeKcME negates that conjunction, then something that falls under it can lack
either or both conjuncts. As a result, J[fake [green leaf]]KcME is satisfied by an
entity that is green but a fake leaf, which corresponds to the reading in (56-a).
This is arguably the default. However, it is also satisfied by an entity that is a
real leaf but which does not satisfy the correlation between greenness and the
contextually relevant property, e.g., a real leaf that is naturally red but was
painted green. This corresponds to the reading in (56-b).29
That this second reading is available is easier to see in cases such as fake
red Ferrari. As before, the prediction is that this can mean either a fake Ferrari
that is red (the usual meaning), or a real Ferrari (possibly redqual/quant ) that
is not rednongrad . To get the latter reading, consider the following scenario. For
car collectors, a classic Ferrari that is originally/factory red is more valuable
than one that is later re-painted red. Since this is known, several sketchy
dealers repaint red Ferrari’s which were not originally red. Now consider the
following statement:
(57)

John is a car collector who unknowingly acquired a repainted classic
Ferrari. Discovering that he has been swindled, John says:
a. Damn! This is a fake red Ferrari!

28 Two caveats. First, in what follows I drop the condition that the E-structure of fake
negates the E-structure of the modified term. For further discussion and justification of this
move, see footnote 24. Secondly, I have not discussed the combinatorial rules for complex
predicates whose immediate constituents have E-structures of type < e, t >. Most typedriven theories include a rule of predicate modification which outputs a complex predicate
of type < e, t > which is basically a conjunction of the constituents (e.g., Heim and Kratzer,
1998). Another option is to use type shift rules, which, in these cases, could output the same
result. Both tools can be formulated in a Putnam-style semantics. Either way, in a case like
green leafs, where both constituents have an E-structure of type < e, t >, the result will be
predicate conjunction along every dimension, as specified above.
29 This second reading is the only available reading if the structure is [fake green [leaf ]].
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In context (57), (57-a) is intuitively true, even if John’s Ferrari is painted red.
It seems, then, that the reading entailed by our account for the E-structure of
expressions like [fake [red Ferrari ]] is attested. And just as an entity can be a
fake red Ferrari, and be both redqual/quant and a Ferrari, an object can be a
fake green leaf, and be both greenqual/quant and a leaf.30 In both cases, what
has to be lacking for this reading to be satisfied is the relation between the
colour and the contextually relevant property of the agentive.
We next examine how our multidimensional semantics can be used to model
subsective modifiers such as typical and normal, and in particular their interaction with privatives and colour terms. We focus on a (common reading) of
typical. Its first key property is that, in general, typical N seems to have the
effect of enriching the E-structure of N with (part of) its C-structure. The extent of the enrichment seems to be highly context-sensitive. This is illustrated
by the contrast between the response in (58-a), which is somewhat deficient,
and the one in (58-b), which is fine.
(58)

a.
b.

John: That’s a lion.
David: # No, it’s not. It doesn’t even have a mane.
John: That’s a typical lion.
David: No, it’s not. It doesn’t even have a mane.

The second key property of typical is that expressions such as typical lion can
be modified by covert and overt degree and comparative morphemes, even if
the head, in this case lion, is not normally a gradable expression. So although
in (59)-(60) the (a) cases are deficient, the (b) cases are fine:
(59)

a.
b.

*That is a very lion.
That is a very typical lion.

(60)

a.
b.

*B is a more lion than C.
B is a more typical lion than C.

(59)-(60) suggest that the output of an expression of the form ‘typical N’ needs
to have at least some dimensions of type < e, d >, even if no dimension in the
unmodified N is of that type.
Taking a cue from the account of colours, I suggest that what the Estructure of typical does is to take full meanings and return a function of type
< e, d >. Crucially, since in a Putnam-style framework modifiers can access
the C-structure of their arguments, we can easily construct a procedure that
outputs the required function of type < e, d >. As a first approximation, consider entry (61). In the description of the E-structure, T (DC , x) = {P<e,t> ∈
DC |P (x) = 1} and |S| is a function that returns the cardinality of set S. Accordingly, the former operation takes a full meaning tuple and an entity, and
30 Consider again the botanist version of the Pia story. We can easily imagine a continuation in which the botanist rightfully protests, upon discovering that s/he has been handed
painted green (naturally red) leafs, Pia, you gave me fake green leaves!, even though the
leaves are not themselves fake and are greenqual/quant .
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returns the set of predicates in the tuple which are true of that entity, and the
latter function takes that set and returns its cardinality.31
(61)

JtypicalKcM =
E-structure: λDC λx. |T (DC , x)|
C-structure:
c: λDC . QC (DC )
p: λDC . QP (DC )
t: λDC . QT (DC )
a: λDC . QA (DC )

If we combine entry (61) with lion, we obtain (62):
(62)

Jtypical lionKcM =
E-structure: λx. |T (JlionKcM , x)|
C-structure:
c: QC (JlionKcM )
p: QP (JlionKcM )
t: QT (JlionKcM )
a: QA (JlionKcM )

This result accounts for the two key properties of typical. The E-structure of
typical lion is a measure function of type < e, d >, so it can combine with
overt and covert degree and comparative morphology, as in (59-b) and (60-b).
For example, very can add a high-standard to the E-structure of typical lion
and output a predicate of type < e, t >. As in the case of colours, a null degree
morphene, call it ‘postyp ’, can add a context-sensitive standard. Assuming the
standard is > 1, at least some of the dimensions of the C-structure of lion
will have to be satisfied by x for it to count as a postyp typical lion. For
example, although x need not satisfy the perceptual features which are part of
the conception of lion to satisfy the E-structure of lion, there are contexts in
which x will need to do so to satisfy the E-structure of postyp typical lion. This
explains the difference in acceptability between cases like (58-a) and (58-b).
Importantly, this account of typical coheres well with the Putnam-style
account of privatives and colour adjectives. Suppose that typical combines
with entry (33) for fake gun and with a degree morphene that determines a
high-standard. The result is that an entity will satisfy the E-structure of typical
[fake gun] only if it looks like a gun and does not shoot, although neither of
these conditions have to be satisfied for something to fall under the E-structure
of the unmodified fake gun, as discussed in §4.1. Crucially, this result depends
on their being a C-structure for complex phrases such as fake gun, which our
compositional rules, as formulated in §3.2, allow us to derive. These kinds
of examples suggest that the C-structures of complex expressions are often
available for further composition. Similarly, the E-structure of typical [green
leaf ], when provided with a high-contextual standard, will often require that
31

For simplicity, we assume here that the C-structure of typical is basically inert.
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a leaf be green in the gradable and the non-gradable senses simultaneously.
These results seem adequate, are at least not obviously derivable on standard
accounts, and hence further support our multidimensional semantics.
Finally, this account of typical solves a challenge faced by extant onedimensional accounts of similar modifiers. Consider the proposals in (63-a)
and (63-b). (63-a), which is loosely inspired by Carlson and Pelletier (2002)’s
entry for average, takes a predicate and returns a measure function which,
given an entity e, returns a cardinality representing the number of properties
Q that apply to e, such that each Q is a property of the kind associated with
P . (63-b), which is loosely inspired by McCready and Ogata (2007)’s account
of Japanese modifiers such as rashii, achieves a similar result using instead
the set of properties Q which normally (relative to the beliefs of a speaker or
common ground) apply to entities that are P s.
(63)

JtypicalKc =
a. λP<e,t> .λx.|{Q : Q ∈ Kc (P ) ∧ Q(x) = 1}|
b. λP<e,t> .λx.|{Q : P (x) >c Q(x)}|.

These proposals can arguably account for the two key properties of typical
illustrated in (58)-(60). However, they face the following challenge, noted by
McCready (2015). They both entail that, when determining the degree of typicality of an entity, all properties Q count the same. This has counterintuitive
results. Suppose we want to determine which of A or B is more like a typical
gun. For simplicity, assume that guns are normally colored gray, made in the
USA and can shoot. Object A is gray colored, made in the USA, but does not
shoot; object B is brown, made in China, and can shoot. Intuitively, object
B is closer to a typical gun, even if A has a higher number of properties of
normal guns. This suggest that the properties relevant to determine the typicality of entities as P s are determined by the conception used to represent P s,
which is precisely what a Putnam-style multidimensional semantics encodes
in C-structures. In this example, B is closer than A to a typical gun because
only B satisfies the telic of guns—a dimension that is central for artifact
kinds in general. In contrast, even if most guns have a particular color and
country of origin, these properties are arguably not part of any dimension of
our conception of guns (see §5.1). Of course, we could propose, on behalf of
one-dimensional views, to add a parameter that constrains the Qs in (63-a)
and (63-b) to properties which are part of the conception of P s. However, this
is basically what we have implemented in a multidimensional semantics with
access to C-structures. In addition, we have implemented this in a way that
allows access to the C-structure of P even when P is itself a novel complex
expression.32
32 This account of typical is only intended as a first approximation. Instead of a simple
cardinality function, a more complete account will arguably need to employ a degree function
that involves a weighted sum of the dimensions. Importantly, the order of the dimensions of
C-structure will constrain this function such that the more central a dimension, the higher
its weight. Also, some might argue that ‘x is a typical N ’, presupposes, rather than asserts,
that x is an N. If so, the E-structure of typical should be replaced with something like
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5 Objections and clarifications
The discussion of privative, subsective and color adjectives shows that a Putnamstyle multidimensional semantics provides us with tools to deal with some important cases of semantic flexibility. The case studies illustrated two tools. The
first consists of modifiers which have access to the C-structure of their arguments. This allows us to model privative and other special adjectives without
having to appeal to free mod. The second tool consists of multidimensional
implementations of ‘related’ senses. This allows us to model related senses
without falling into either definitional or ambiguity-based implementations.
Compared to the latter, multidimensional implementations issue in better accounts of cases where various dimensions are used to enrich the core meaning
of expressions. To be clear, although these tools can be used to model a wide
range of phenomena, some of which I did not discuss here, I am not suggesting that all cases of semantic flexibility are due to the operations of modl ,
or can be handled with tools which are unique to a Putnam-style semantics.
Indeed, for any class of semantically flexible terms, it is always an open question whether to include context-sensitive parameters in their E-structure. In
general, Putnam-style semantics is perfectly compatible with the presence of
context-sensitive parameters in any dimension. As illustrated in our account
of color terms, there can be good reasons to include context-parameters in
dimensions of C-structure. Furthermore, it is often an open question whether
flexibility is due to compositional linguistic processes, or to post-compositional,
general pragmatic effects. In short, we should keep in mind that ‘vertical’ semantic flexibility—i.e., cases in which the computations of E-meaning fetch
information from C-structure—is only one source of flexibility, albeit an important one. Having said that, I now consider some objections (§5.1-§5.2),
and end by comparing Putnam-style semantics with prominent philosophical
theories of the nature of linguistic meaning (§5.3).

5.1 Default lexical entries?
In my Putnam-style multidimensional semantics, the expressive power of each
application of modl is constrained by the semantic information available in
the E-structure and C-structure of the relevant expression. Since ‘loosenings’
often result from replacing the E-structure of an expression with a dimension of its C-structure, and ‘enrichments’ often result from adding dimensions
of the C-structure to the E-structure, modl can perform the basic modulation operations that truth-conditional pragmatists argue are part of our basic
linguistic competence (cf. Carston, 2012; Recanati, 2012). In addition, the
lexical limit on the expressive power of modl predicts many cases of unavail‘λDC λx : QE (DC )(x) = 1. |T (JDC KcMc , x)|’, with the result that x is presupposed to satisfy
the E-structure of the modified predicate, and only the dimensions of C-structure are used
to measure typicality. These kinds of refinements can be easily modeled in a Putnam-style
semantics.
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able enrichments. For example, the unavailable readings in cases like (18-a)
and (19-a) are explained as arising from limits on lexically available information. In the default case, neither stop nor garden have ‘mowing’ as part of
their E/C-structure, and neither began nor nails have ‘hammering’ as part
of their E/C-structure. Hence modl cannot upload that information into the
E-structure of the corresponding expressions. In general, each time we explain
an un/available interpretation, we need to appeal not only to constraints on
the operations of modl , but also to assumptions about the C-structure of the
relevant expressions. It follows that each explanation is only as adequate as
the assumptions about the conceptual content of the relevant expressions are
justified.
Some philosophers might find this last feature of a Putnam-style semantics
problematic. For example, when specifying the lexical entry of an artifact
term, why assume that it encodes a telic dimension? Furthermore, even if
we grant that such a dimension is represented in artifact terms, why hold
that its value, for a given term, is function x rather than y? Relatedly, isn’t
there a circularity worry here: we will include information in the C-structure
of e because we think it might later be used to perform certain modulations,
and exclude information merely because it has no conceivable compositional
effect? Obviously, we cannot just choose from the armchair which dimensions
and values to include in lexical entries. In particular, we cannot just construct
the content of a lexical entry to include all the information that we think could
in some context be uploaded into the E-structure of host expressions.
These worries reduce to the following question: are there independent, reliable methods for determining the structure and content of lexical entries?
The answer is undoubtedly ‘yes’, and this is one of the reasons why we can
now begin to integrate a Putnam-style semantics into our compositional truthconditional theories. The empirical study of concepts, now a mature field of
cognitive psychology, provides several ways of testing hypotheses about the
structure and content of lexical entries. In particular, there are canonical methods for generating prototypes, which allow us, among other things, to investigate the values and dimensions encoded by different classes of concepts (McRae
et al, 2005). The structures generated in this way have proven to be some of
the most useful variables discovered by cognitive science (Fodor, 1998; Margolis and Laurence, 1999; Murphy, 2002; Machery, 2009, 2011; Rosch, 2011;
Sassoon, 2011). Furthermore, at least since the work of Keil (1989), there’s
been substantial improvement in the experimental paradigms used to determine the dependency relations between—hence the relative centrality of—the
various dimensions and features of concepts. The resulting dependency structures also constitute uniquely predictive psychological variables (Sloman et al,
1998).
Lexical atomism was a useful theoretical simplification in the development
of compositional theories of meaning. However, I have argued in this paper
that, if we want to deal with semantic flexibility, that assumption has to be
abandoned. We can do this in part because we now have the empirical tools
to seriously explore questions about the fine-grained semantic structure of
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words.33 From this perspective, a current task of philosophy of language is to
determine what is the best general framework to represent these structures,
and how to modify our current compositional operations so that they can interact with them in appropriately constrained ways. The Putnam-style semantics presented here is one such proposal: lexical items include an E-structure
and C-structure, which encodes weights and centrality relations. The compositional operations which determine the E-meaning of utterances can access
C-structure, via the modl operation of the interpretation function, and are
sensitive to centrality, via the ordering of the dimension and core enrichment
operations available to each class of expressions.

5.2 Diachronic semantic flexibility?
Another challenge to my Putnam-style semantics comes from the more radical contextualist positions within the camp of truth-conditional pragmatists.
Assume that our Putnam-style semantics can deal with basic cases of vertical
semantic flexibility, and in a way that respects the observed constraints on
available meanings. How then do we account for the general observation that,
with sufficient support from the discourse context, even seemingly ‘unavailable’ meanings can be somehow induced? With sufficient effort and creativity,
can we not imagine contexts in which, say, begin means ‘begin hammering’,
and gun means ‘looks loosely like a gun’ ? If this is correct, doesn’t replacing
mod with modl in our function of modulated interpretation, J KcM , result in a
model of semantic competence that is too inflexible?
In response, I should first note that, even if we accept the general observation behind this objection, this does not justify adopting free mod. As
discussed in §2, mod does not just capture some general processes according to
which, with sufficient (i.e., enormous!) background changes, almost any meaning change can be induced. Rather, mod is assumed to have the expressive
power to introduce descriptive content ‘from outside’ to increase relevance in
each token application, and this clearly over-generates non-available meanings, especially in the cases and contexts such as the ones we examine above.
Having said that, I am not rejecting the general observation behind this objection. Indeed, I think it forces us to make the following clarification: in our
accounts of vertical semantic flexibility, we abstracted away from what we can
call ‘diachronic semantic flexibility’.
33 Collaborative work between psychologists and philosophers has produced some of the
most interesting results in this area. As mentioned above, Knobe et al (2013) developed a
series of experiments which show that certain terms—e.g., social role terms such as artist—
encode a normative dimension which is distinct from the telic dimension. In what is arguably one of the most sophisticated empirical works on the semantic structure of function
words, Pietroski et al (2009) and Lidz et al (2011) show that, by exploring the interaction between linguistic statements and the verification strategies used in tasks involving well-studied
modalities (e.g., vision), we can distinguish which amongst various truth-conditionally equivalent semantic values for particular quantifiers has psychological reality.
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Diachronic flexibility includes changes to the full meanings—i.e., E/Cstructure—of expressions due to things like shifting task demands, accumulation of information as conversations develop, and changing beliefs about the
fine-grained idiolect used by conversation participants. Anyone who holds that
compositional linguistic processes are sensitive to C-structure, will be forced
to accept that diachronic semantic flexibility has a substantial impact on linguistic meaning. Indeed, the empirical study of concepts converges on the following finding: at least some of the components of the prototypes associated
with descriptive terms are sensitive to task demands and background information (Barsalou, 1987; Murphy, 2002; Rosch, 2011; Casasanto and Lupyan,
2015; Machery, 2015; Del Pinal, 2016). For example, which perceptual prototype is associated with lion, in a given context, depends on the presence of
information such as whether the topic is female, male or baby lions. In short,
the assumption that the lexicon includes stable entries such as (22) is a simplification that we have to abandon, at least once we decide to model diachronic
semantic flexibility.
Still, an advantage of adopting Putnam-style lexical entries is that they
encode structural information that is crucial to understand the dynamics of
diachronic semantic flexibility. For example, there is substantial evidence in
support of the following claims (see, e.g., Murphy, 2002; Carey, 2009). A central dimension in our conceptions of natural kinds is the way in which the
relevant entity comes into being, i.e., the agentive (a). The perceptual (p)
dimension is less central. This also holds of our conceptions of artifact kinds,
although in this case the function or telic (t) also seems to be quite central.
To capture these results, we can represent the centrality of each dimension by
its relative position in C-structure. So consider again the entries for lion and
gun, where we now represent the relative centrality of the dimensions:
(64)

JlionKcM =
E-structure: λx. lion(x)
C-structure: ha, c, p, ti

(65)

JgunKcM =
E-structure: λx. gun(x)
C-structure: ha, t, c, pi

Why is the relative centrality of dimensions crucial to model diachronic semantic flexibility? The more central a feature, the less likely it is to change as
information and task demands change, hence the more diachronic stability it
has (Del Pinal and Spaulding, 2017). For example, one’s image of a typical gun
changes substantially depending on whether one is thinking of petty crimes in
Chicago or a guerrilla war in Colombia. One’s conception of the basic function
of guns, however, is more stable across those same contexts. Similarly, one’s
representation of a typical lion changes depending on whether one is thinking
of a female, male or baby lion. However, one’s beliefs about their typical way
of coming into being (i.e., by being born of lion parents) are stable across those
same sub-categories.
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The view that centrality is a strong determinant of diachronic flexibility—
i.e., the more central is feature f in concept C, the more stable is f in the
diachronic life of C—has a distinguished philosophical pedigree, even if, usually, it is not presented in these terms. Indeed, this is one of the reasons why
philosophers who emphasize that one function of concepts is to provide thought
with substantial cross-contextual stability, have criticized theories of concepts
that include features or dimensions that have a low degree of centrality, including the original versions of prototype theory (cf., Rey, 1983; Fodor, 1998).
Furthermore, there is substantial empirical evidence in support of this view:
e.g., it has been shown that the more central a feature or dimension in concept
C, the more likely it is to survive into compositions and sub-categorisations
involving C (Hampton, 1987, 2006).34
Summing up, the radical contextualist objection forced us to acknowledge
that, when invoking the notion of a default lexical entry in our accounts of
vertical semantic flexibility, we abstracted away from diachronic semantic effects.35 Furthermore, diachronic semantic processes are the product of cognitive processes which are not strictly part of our linguistic competence. Indeed,
a full account of diachronic effects will have to tackle questions like: How
do task demands affect the amount/kind of information retrieved from long
term memory? How does information about the social category of our interlocutors help us decide which fine-grained idiolect to adopt? Still, promising
psychological accounts of diachronic processes make use of conceptual structures that encode, at least, the information encoded in the lexical entries of our
Putnam-style semantics, such as the relative centrality of different dimensions
and features.

5.3 Multidimensional Putnam-style semantics and traditional theories of
linguistic meaning
I now briefly compare Putnam-style semantics with some influential theories
of linguistic meaning and concepts.
Putnam-style semantics requires some degree of reconciliation between
philosophical and psychological theories of lexical meaning and concepts. Now,
34 Even researchers who emphasize the relative instability of C-structures, or concepts in
general—e.g., Barsalou (1987), and more recently, Casasanto and Lupyan (2015)—do not
question, or at least provide any reason to question, the claim being made above, namely,
that degree of centrality is a determinant factor of cross-contextual stability. Furthermore,
various theorists have recently argued in detail that the supposed diachronic instability of
even non-central features, and of C-structure in general, has been greatly exaggerated (see
e.g., Prinz, 2012; Machery, 2015; Del Pinal, 2016).
35 To be clear, this does not affect the basic form of our account of vertical semantic
flexibility. To see this, it is useful to make a distinction between ‘working’ and ‘long-term’
lexical entries. Diachronic semantic effects interact with long-term lexical entries to produce
a working entry (e.g., to produce the entry used for lion in a context in which one is clearly
talking about female lions). Strictly speaking, the terminal nodes of linguistic structures
are all working lexical entries. In other words, meanings at terminal nodes should not be
identified with structures stored in long-term memory.
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some philosophers operate under a general distrust of the results, or of the commonly drawn theoretical implications, of the scientific study of concepts. When
this position is explicitly defended, what is usually objected to is the claim
that ‘prototypes’ (or richer structures such as our C-structures) are, strictly
speaking, components of concepts (e.g., Rey, 1983; Burge, 1993; Fodor, 1998).
In those discussions, it is clear that by ‘concepts’ philosophers tend to include
only representations which have an extension determining role (roughly, our
E-structure). Still, that prototypes and dependency networks are important
psychological variables is usually not disputed—indeed, it has been explicitly
accepted by important critics of ‘psychological’ theories of concepts, such as
Rey (1983) and Fodor (1998).
Importantly, our Putnam-style semantics is based on the idea that the
C-structure of a given term usually does not determine its E-structure. In
this, Putnam-style semantics respects a longstanding philosophical tradition.
However, it is often also assumed that the only thing that a term contributes
to complex expressions is what we here call the ‘E-structure’. One of the
aims of this paper is to show that this second assumption is, at best, an
idealization which it would now be useful to drop. According to our Putnamstyle semantics, the ‘conceptions’ associated with terms sometimes enter into
the compositional processes that determine the (literal) E-meaning of complex
expressions of which they are part. If this is correct, conceptions are part
of what has to be grasped to posses full linguistic competence, as Putnam
originally suggested (see also Bilgrami, 1992, 1998; Chomsky, 2000, 2012).
Indeed, theorists such as Burge (1993) and Soames (2015) hold that, for
classes of words such as common nouns, grasping something like C-structure
might be required to posses ‘full linguistic competence’. Now, the importance
of C-structure is often illustrated by invoking the notion of a ‘canonical’ categorization or recognition procedure. For example, there is clearly some key
competence missing from a mature speaker whose perceptual systems are
functioning, who seems to otherwise know the meaning of lion, but who can
nevertheless not recognise (in ‘normal’ conditions) a typical lion as a lion.
However, accepting that is compatible with also holding that categorization is
not, properly speaking, part of linguistic competence. In contrast, the argument presented here, according to which C-structure is involved in the compositional linguistic processes which determine E-structure, strongly suggests
that C-structure is part of our linguistic competence. In other words, if the
C-structures of expressions often determine their compositional contribution
to the E-structures of which they are part, then we have to accept that Cstructures are, strictly speaking, part of linguistic meaning.36
To be sure, some philosophers have argued that concepts and linguistic meaning should include something like C-structures. Good examples in36 In our Putnam-style semantics, the conception associated with e does not determine e’s
E-structure, yet still has an important role in determining the compositional contribution of
e to complex expressions. For this reason, this position has some similarities to conceptual
role theories (e.g. Block, 1986, 1993; Harman, 1987; Greenberg and Harman, 2008); however,
in the implementation adopted here, all content is truth-conditional content.
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clude the empirically informed theories of concepts defended by Prinz (2002),
Weiskopf (2009), Machery (2009) and Gärdenfors (2004, 2014).37 These theories are broadly compatible with key components of a Putnam-style semantics.
However, the first two authors adopt an implementation which blocks the dynamic interaction between C-structures and the compositional determination
of E-structures. For example, Weiskopf (2009) argues that E and C-structures
are computed in parallel, so that each process is basically isolated from the
other. In this paper, we have examined the advantages of adopting a more
dynamic view of compositionality, in which the processes which determine the
E-structure of complex expressions can access the C-structure of their constituents. We have also seen that this view can be implemented in a type-driven
semantic theory. For these reasons, I think theorists who already accept rich
informational views of the lexicon should drop the assumption of strictly parallel composition and adopt instead a dynamic interpretation function along
the lines of J KcM .
6 Conclusion
According to truth-conditional pragmatics, we can model paradigmatic cases
of semantic flexibility within a compositional truth-conditional theory. To
achieve that, pragmatists tend to assume that we should adopt an interpretation function that has the expressive power of free modulation. Despite some
advantages, the resulting function over-generates unavailable meanings, and
it is hard to see how this could be fixed by appealing to external constrains
such as ‘performance’ limits. Furthermore, this impasse supports the main
critics of truth-conditional pragmatics: minimalists and neo-Wittgenstenians.
Minimalists can take it as evidence against the view that we should account,
in our formal semantic theories, for the ‘intuitive’, flexible meanings associated with ‘what is said’ (cf. Borg, 2004, 2007; Cappelen and Lepore, 2005).
Neo-Wittgenstenians can take it as evidence that the pursuit of formal, compositional theories of our linguistic competence is deeply misguided, or at least
naively optimistic (cf. Travis, 1994; Chomsky, 2000).
I have argued that, to best pursue the project of truth-conditional pragmatics, we should drop the assumption that most lexical items are atomic and
one-dimensional. I proposed that we adopt a view of the general structure of
the lexicon, originally defended by Putnam, according to which full competence with many lexical items requires that we grasp their dual E/C-structure.
37 Other philosophical accounts also take something like C-structure as an integral part of
meaning. For example, the notion of C-structure is one way of implementing Bilgrami (1992,
1998)’s Fregean requirement that a subject’s own concepts and beliefs be used to specify their
(externally determined) concepts. This allows the following possibility (which some argue is
required to deal with familiar Frege-cases): If two subjects associate different C-structures
with term e, then, even if we equate their E-structure for e, their corresponding (full)
meanings are, strictly speaking, different. Another account that emphasises the importance
of C-structure for modelling competence, but more radically than we have done here (it
abandons the notion of E-structure altogether), is Rayo (2013)’s grab-bag semantics.
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I showed that this view can be integrated into a type-driven, compositional
theory of meaning, and that the resulting multidimensional framework provides us with a promising set of tools to deal with semantic flexibility. By
introducing Putnam-style lexical items, and compositional operations which
can interact with them in constrained ways, we can keep some of the flexibility of the modulated interpretation function, while reigning-in some of its
expressive power.
This paper focused on open class terms such as common nouns and nominal modifiers. In future work, I argue that a Putnam-style multidimensional
semantics can be used to deal with flexibility-related puzzles involving quantifiers, generics and propositional attitudes. Ultimately, I hope that, in addition
to furthering the project of truth-conditional pragmatics—and showing in particular how it can be usefully implemented in a multidimensional semantics
(cf. McCready, 2010; Gutzmann, 2015)—the system developed here also contributes to recent efforts to model how representations akin to conceptions or
C-structures can play a role within the compositional semantics. Particularly
important in this regard are accounts such as McNally and Boleda (2017) and
McNally (2017), which try to unify formal and distributional semantics to
model C-structures and their combinatorics, and Sassoon (2011, 2017), which
provides an account of nominal comparisons using a semantics which has access to multidimensional, C-structure-like information associated with nouns.
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